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In 1946, Paul Erdos [ 1 ] asked for the maximal number f(n) of unit 
distances among n points in the plane. He showed n’+“” <f(n) < n3’*. 
Szemeredi [2] later improved the upper bound to o(n3”). Here we show 
x 
n3’*- “, where E > 0, independent of n. In Section 1 we show 
12 ,cn l-49’, this argument being the essential improvement on the previous 
upper bound. In Section 2 we fine tune this argument and show 
f(n) < n 3’2-c+0(1) for E = l/18, thus f(n) < n1*444***t0(1). While it is quite 
possible that further fine tuning may be done it is most doubtful that we 
could showf(n) = n’f”‘l’ (surely the truth of the matter) without employing 
an essentially different method. 
1 
We show f(n) & cn1*4pp (where c, cl, c2,... are absolute constants) by 
induction on n. We select c large so that f(n) Q cn1.4pp for n small. Now 
suppose the result is true for n’ < n and we have n points with more than 
cn1.4pp unit distances. We call two points neighbors if they are at unit 
distance. 
The degree d= d(P) of a point P is the number of its neighbors. We bound 
d both from below and from above. If P is deleted the remaining n - 1 points 
have, by induction, at most c(n - 1)1.4gp unit distances. Thus 
c(n - 1)1.4pp + d > cn1.4pp. 
That is, 
d > cl rr4” 
Let R 1 ,..., R, denote the neighbors of P. Any point S #P is neighbor of at 
most two of the R, since the unit circles with centers P, S intersect in at most 
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two points. Thus, R, ,..., R, are involved in at most 2(n - 1) + d < 3n unit 
distances. Since every R, has degree at least c,n’4gg the RI,..., R, are 
involved in at least c,n *4ggd/2 unit distances. Thus 
c, tr4”d/2 < 3n 
d < c,n.‘O’. 
(These arguments were used by Erdijs in his original paper to show 
f(n) < cn1.5. Here we deduce only that 
c, w4” < d(P) ,< c, x5” 
for all points P.) 
The 2-neighborhood N, (P) of a point P is the set of points R which are 
neighbors of neighbors of P. For each P 
IN,(P)1 2 (cl n.499)2/2 = c3n.gg8 
since a point R may be a neighbor of a neighbor of P in at most two ways. 
Given n 2-neighborhoods N,(P), each of size at least c3rr9”, some two of 
them intersect in at least c4rr*g96 points by the standard counting argument 
now repeated for convenience. 
LEMMA 1. Let S, ,..., S, c { l,..., b} with all IS’,/ > b6. Then 
for some i Zj. 
Note. The RHS of the above expression is approximately b8’ when 
a, as $=- 1. 
ProoJ For 1 Q u < b let d,, be the number of sets Si containing u. Then 
f: d,= $ lSJ>abii 
n=1 I=1 
and hence 
C lsinsjl= f: i=j n=, (3 ab (“;“) 
so that some 
Is,ns,lab (=;)/( ;). 
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Henceforth: Fix P, Q with d(P), d(Q) < c~~z.‘~‘, A = N,(P) n N,(Q), 
IAl > c4wgg6. 
Let P, , P, ,... be the neighbors of P, Q,, Q2,... the neighbors of Q, each 
ordered around their respective circles. (Order will here be circular with the 
first point coming directly after the last.) Given R E A set g(R) equal that Pi 
which is a neighbor of R and P (either if there are two), h(R) equal that Qj 
which is a neighbor of Q and P, and call the pair of indices (i,j) the coor- 
dinates of_R. At most two R may have given coordinates (i,j). Define g(R) 
as i and h(R) as j. 
Remark. We are guided by a feeling that the points (i,j) look, at least 
locally, somewhat like rectilinear coordinates-though perhaps not evenly 
spaced. 
Let 0, P be points in the plane at distance a. Let RIS, defined for R on 
unit circle 0, S on unit circle P, denote the relation that R, S are at unit 
distance. Analysis of I splits into cases depending on a. 
Let a < 1. For all R on circle 0 there is a unique S = g’(R) such that 
RZS and RS lies to the left of the directed line RP. There is also a unique 
S = g-(P) such that RIS and RS lies to the right of RP. The functions g+ 
and g- are both continuous, bijective and order-preserving maps from circle 
0 to circle P. 
Let a = 1. Let g+ denote the translation from circle 0 to circle P. If RZS 
then either S=g+(R) or S=P or R=O. 
Let 1 < a < 3. Let R,, R, be the points on circle 0 at distance two from 
P and let S,, S, be the points on circle P at distance two from 0. Let R, be 
the midpoint of OS,, R, the midpoint of OS,, S, the midpoint of PR,, and 
S, the midpoint of PR,. (See Fig. 1.) We restrict attention to arcs R, R, and 
S, S, as the relation I does not hold elsewhere. For each R let gt (R) be that 
unique S such that RIS and RS lies to the right of or on RP. Let g-(R) be 
that unique S such that RIS and RS lies to the left of or on RP. Suppose 
g+ (R,)=S2=g-(R,) 
s, =g-CR,) 
g+ CR,) = S, 
g+ (R4)= S, =g-(R,) 
a-2.2 
FIGURE 1 
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g+(R,) = S,. (If left and right are reversed then g+ (R,) = S, and the 
analysis is the same.) The function g+ is then order-preserving on the arcs 
R, R, and R, R,. That is, R, is the only turning point for the function g+ . 
Similarly, g- is order-preserving on the arcs R, R, and R,R,, turning only 
atR,. 
When a = 3 there is a unique pair R, S such that RIS. When a > 3 the 
relation I is vacuous. 
LEMMA 2. LetR , ,..., R, E A lie in order on a unit circle with center 0. 
Then there is a subsequence of at least t/16 of the R’s so that the 
corresponding coordinates (i, j) are monotonic in both coordinates. 
Note. Monotonic is here meant in the obvious circular sense, 
ProoJ: It shall suffice to find a subsequence of at least t/4 of the R’s 
whose corresponding first coordinates are monotonic as we may then apply 
this result twice to get a subsequence as desired. Set a = 1 OPI and assume 
1 < a < 3, the other cases being simpler. 
We may, by symmetry, assume that at least t/2 of the Ri satisfy 
g(R,) = g+(R,). Restricting attention to this subsequence the domain of g 
splits into two intervals. One of these contains at least t/4 of the R, and g is 
monotonic on that subsequence. 
We now find an upper bound on the number of points 0 that have at least 
16n4” neighbors in A. (Since A has nearly n points it should be involved in 
nearly n 3’2 unit distances so that nearly n points should roughly have nearly 
nl’* neighbors in A.) We say R, R’ E A with coordinates (i, j), (i’, j’) are 
close if Ii - i’l, I j - j’l < lO~,n.~‘*. (Here Ii - i’l is also meant in circular 
fashion so that if P, is the “last” point I 1 - s I = 1.) Let J/ denote the set of 
pairs (S, R) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) S is the set of neighbors in J./ of some 0 in the point set. 
(ii) ISI > 16ne4”. 
(iii) R E S. 
(iv) There is a point R ’ E S close to R. 
For each S Lemma 2 gives a subset S’ c S, IS’ ) > n.48g, on which the coor- 
dinates are monotonic. For any R E S’ let R + denote the next point of S’ in 
circular order about 0. Then 
Rz, I HR+) -#WI < c2n.50’ 
c Ii(R ‘) - i((R)I < c,n.‘O’ 
RES' 
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as the values g(R) (similarly I@)) are monotonic, ranging over a set of 
indices of size at most ~n.~‘l. As IS’1 > n.489 the average value of 
1 g(R ‘) - g(R)1 is at most c2n.501/n*489 = ~,n*~‘*. Hence fewer than 0.1 of 
the R have 
I g(R +) - f(R)1 > lO~,n.~‘* 
Similarly, fewer than 0.1 of the R have 
I &(R +) - i( > lO~,n.~‘*. 
Thus there are at least O&I .489 R’s satisfying neither of the above 
inequalities. For these R, R and R + are close and hence (S, R) E d. But, 
given R E A there are at most 2(20~,n~~‘*)* = c5 n.024 R’ E A close to R. 
Two points, R, R’ are on at most two unit circles. Hence for each R there 
are at most 2~~n.O~~ S such that (S, R) E d. Since IA I < n, /.M’[ < 2c, n1.024. 
Hence there are at most (2~,n’.~*~)/0.8n.~*~ = c,n.535 sets S-i.e., points 0 
with so many neighbors in A. 
Now we bound the number of unit distances involving A. There are at 
most c6n.535 points 0 with more than 16r~.~*~ neighbors in A. These points 
each have at most c2n.501 neighbors in A (the maximal degree) and so 
account for at most c,II’.‘~~ unit distances. The remaining at most n points 
each have at most 16n.489 neighbors in A giving at most ~,n’.~*~ unit 
distances. The total number of unit distances is dominated by the small 
circles (in the next section we balance these factors) and is at most c,u’.~~~. 
But IA I > c4n.996 and each point has at least c1 n.499 neighbors so there are 
at least (cr c4/2) n1.495 unit distances involving A. Contradiction. 
Let E be fixed, 0 < E < l/18. Here we fine tune the arguments of Section 1 
to show f(n) < cn3’*-“. (c, cr, c2 ,... are now constants dependent on E). 
Arguments of Section 1 that need no alteration are often not repeated here. 
We select c large so that f(n) < cn 3’2-E for n small. Now suppose the 
result is true for n’ < n and we have n points with more than cn3’*-’ unit 
distances. By induction and the Erdos argument 
c 1 TZ~‘*-~ < d(P) < c2n1’*+’ 
for all points P. Define the double degree d(P) by 
d4P) = c d(Q) 
582a/37/3-3 
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where the summation is over those Q which are neighbors of P. Then 
F d(P) = C d(P)* > c3 n*-*“. 
P 
The first equality, true for arbitrary graphs, holds since d(Q) appears as a 
summand for each P neighbor to Q, i.e., d(Q) times. The inequality follows 
from a variant at the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality: 2 d(P)’ > n[C d(P)]*. 
Call P bad if d(P) < O.ld(P)*, otherwise good. Then 
C* &i(P) 2 c,n2-*’ 
where C* is over good P. All d(P) < 2n since for any point R there are at 
most two paths of length two from R to P. Therefore there are at least 
w  I-” good points. We split the interval [~,n’/~-‘, ~,lt”~+~] of possible 
degrees into less than In n subintervals of the form [x, 2x]. Fix one such 
interval so that there are at least c5 n1 -*“/ln n good points P with 
x ,< d(P) < 2x. Write 2x = nil’-“. For every such P 
IN,(P)I > dd(P)/2 > O.ld(P)2/2 > c6n’-26. 
Applying Lemma 1 we find, and fix, P, Q with 
d(P), d(Q) < n”*-’ 
A = N2V’) n N,(Q) 
JAI > c,tP4$ say ]A I= ~,n’-~~+~ 
where 6 < E, ,u >, 0. (The additional variable 6,~ obscure the main lines of 
the proof. In the worst case 6 = E and p= 0-i.e., d(P), d(Q) and ]A 1 are as 
small as possible.) 
We define a coordinate system on A as in Section 1. 
We now find an upper bound on the number of points 0 that have at least 
16r~‘/~-~-~ neighbors in A. We say R, R’ E A with coordinates (i.,j), (i/J’) 
are close if 1 i - i’ ], ] j -j’ ] < lOn? Let d denote the set of pairs (S, R) 
where for some 0 in the point set S is the set of neighbors of 0 in A and 
IS] > 16n1’2--s-y, R E S, and there is a point R’ E S close to R. For each S, 
Lemma 2 gives a subset S’ > S, ] S’ 1 E n”‘-‘- y on which the coordinates 
are monotonic. As in Section 1, (S, R) E J/ for at least 80% of the R E S’. 
But, given R E A there are at most 2(20n3’ = c, n2y R ’ E A close to R and 
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two points R, R’ are on at most two unit circles so for each R E A there are 
at most csnZY sets S such that (S, R) E d. Thus 
IdI < C*n2YC,+-4”+” = c9nl-4s+2Y+u 
and hence there are at most 
c9n 
1-46+2Y+P/0.8,1/2-s-Y= c,on1/2-38+3Y+U 
sets S-i.e., points 0 with so many neighbors in A. This number is also at 
most n, the total number of points! 
Now we bound the number of unit distances involving A. The points 0 
with between 16n1’2-s-y and 32n1’2-“-Y neighbors in A are involved in at 
most 
32nW-S-~ min[c,,n l/2-36+3y+w, n] 
unit distances. This quantity is increasing in y when c,,,~~‘~-~~+~Y+” < n and 
thereafter decreasing so the maximum is achieved when ~,,,n’/~-~“+~r+~ = n 
so that (ignoring the constant) 
y=d+S-p/3 
and there are at most 
such unit distances. 
c11n 
4/3-28+~/3 
We partition [ 1, n] into In n intervals of the form [x, 2x1. For each such 
interval the points 0 with between x and 2x neighbors in A are involved in at 
most c, I n 4’3-2S+r’3 unit distances with A. Hence there are at most 
c11n 4/3-23+u/3 ,n n 
unit distances involving A. 
But IAl = c,n1-4s+r and each point has at least c,n”- neighbors so 
there are at least 
(cl c7/2) n 
3/2-c-46+@ 
unit distances involving A. We have, with foresight, 
p>O and 6,<~. Thus 
fixed E < l/18. Also 
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and so 
(Cl +I21 n 
3/2-~-46+p > c,,n4/3-2"+"/3 ,*,, 
when n is suffkiently large. Contradiction. 
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